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Let A be an excellent normal semilocal ring with strict Henselization Ahs. If
A : D : Ahs is a normal semilocal intermediate ring semilocally dominated by
Ahs , then D is a direct limit of semilocal-etale extensions of A. If A is an excellent
normal local domain then the integral closure of A in a finite separable field
Ž .extension L of the quotient field Q A is etale over A if and only if there is a
Ž . Ž hs . Ž hs .Q A morphism L “ Q A and Q A contains a normal closure of L. We
apply these results to the normalizations of an arbitrary excellent reduced local
ring A and its strict Henselization Ahs to obtain a characterization for local-etale-
ness of a local intermediate ring A : D : Ahs whose total quotient ring L is
Ž .finitely generated over Q A . Specifically, such an intermediate ring D is local-etale
Äover A if and only if the normalization D of D is semilocal and has the proper
Äresidual field structure relative to A and to D. We generalize this result to
characterize local-etaleness of arbitrary injective reduced local morphisms A “ D,
where A is excellent, finding that such a morphism is local-etale if and only if the
Ä Ä Ä Ämorphism A “ D is semilocal-etale and there is an isomorphism D ( D m A.A
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1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of determining when morphisms of rings are unramified or
etale originates in the study of purity of branch locus, going back 40 years
wto the early work of Zariski, Nagata, and Auslander and Buchsbaum Z, N,
xAB . Research in this area continues today in some recent works of
w xCutkosky, Griffith, and Kantorovitz Cu, Gf, K . Without going into much
detail, in the theory of purity of branch locus one studies etaleness of finite
extensions of normal domains. It is the main result of this paper that
local-etaleness of a reduced local extension of an excellent reduced local
ring can be characterized in terms of the extension of normalizations.
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The significance of this is twofold. It reaffirms the importance of normal
rings in the study of etaleness and unramifiedness, and, second, it suggests
that results concerning etaleness over excellent normal rings may be
generalizable to rings which are not necessarily normal.
We begin in Section 3 with some observations concerning local-etaleness
over excellent normal local domains. Generalizing some ideas of Rotthaus,
we find that if A is an excellent normal local domain with strict Henseliza-
tion Ahs and A : D : Ahs is a normal local intermediate ring dominated
by Ahs , then D is a direct limit of local-etale extensions of A. This result
seems astonishingly powerful when one considers the strong hypotheses
required in the study of purity of branch locus in order for an extension of
normal rings to be etale, typically requiring at least unramification in
codimension 1. We generalize this result to semilocal intermediate rings
under a direct limit of semilocal-etale extensions of A. As an application,
we give the following theorem which characterizes etaleness of certain
finite normal extensions of an excellent local normal domain in terms of
properties of the respective quotient fields.
THEOREM. Let A be an excellent normal local domain with strict
hs Ž .Henselization A and Q A : L a finite separable field extension. Then
Ž . Ž .C [ Int Clos A is etale o¤er A if and only if there is a Q A -morphismL
Ž hs . Ž hs .L “ Q A and Q A contains a normal closure of L.
In Section 4 we turn to the issue of local-etaleness of local intermediate
rings A : D : Ahs , where now A is an excellent reduced local ring,
Ž .assuming additionally that the total quotient ring Q D is finitely gener-
Ä ÄŽ .ated over Q A . If the extension A “ D of normalizations is semilocal-
etale, we cannot then conclude that A “ D is local-etale. However, we
can at least conclude that in this situation D is essentially of finite type
over A. We find that in order for D to be local-etale over A the
Ä Änormalization D has to have the right residual field structure relative to A
Äand to D. Specifically, letting k be the product of the residual fields of AÄA
Äand letting k be the product of the residual fields of D, we give theÄD
following theorem.
Ž .THEOREM. Let A, m, k be an excellent reduced local ring and let
A : D : Ahs be a local intermediate ring dominated by Ahs and whose total
Ž . Ž .quotient ring Q D is finitely generated o¤er Q A . Then D is a local-etale
o¤er A if and only if the following hold:
ÄŽ .i The normalization D of D is semilocal.
Ž .ii The canonical morphisms k ¤ k and k ¤ k of residual fieldÄ Ä ÄA D D D
products induce an isomorphism k m k ( k .Ä ÄA k D D
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Ž .In the situation where the total quotient ring Q D is not necessarily
Ž . Ž .finitely generated over Q A , we conclude that under the hypotheses i
Ž . hand ii above, the Henselization D of D is a direct limit of local-etale
extensions of A. While this conclusion does imply that A “ D is a regular
morphism, we do not know how to prove that D itself is a direct limit of
local-etale extensions of A. Answering the following question posed by
Rotthaus would aid in addressing this issue.
Question. Let A be an excellent reduced local ring and let A “ B be a
Ž .local regular morphism of reduced local rings. If the extension Q A “
Ž .Q B of total quotient rings is integral, is then B a direct limit of
local-etale extensions of A?
In Section 5 we give the main theorem which generalizes the result of
Section 4 to characterize local-etaleness of arbitrary reduced local exten-
Žsions D of an excellent reduced local ring A again requiring that the
.extension of total quotient rings be finitely generated .
Ž .MAIN THEOREM. Let A, m, k be an excellent reduced local ring and let
A ¤ D be an injecti¤e local morphism of reduced local rings. Then D is
local-etale o¤er A if and only if the following hold:
Ä ÄŽ .i The morphism A ¤ D of normalizations is semilocal-etale.
Ä ÄŽ .ii The canonical morphism A m D “ D is an isomorphism.A
Despite its relevance to that theory, this research did not arise in the
study of purity of branch locus, but rather in the study of intersection rings
under completion. Observing that many famous examples of rings with bad
properties are obtained thus, Heinzer, Rotthaus, and Wiegand have taken
Ã ÃŽ .up the systematic study of rings given as intersection Q A l ArI, where
Ã ÃA is an excellent reduced local ring with completion A and where I : A is
Ž . w xan ideal which contracts 0 in A Ro1, HR, HRS, HRW1, HRW2 . Since
the Henselization Ah of an excellent reduced local ring A may be thought
w xof as an algebraic closure of A in its completion GS , a fundamental step
in this process was the study of the algebraic situation, i.e., analogous
intersections under the Henselization. This question was addressed in
w x w xRo1 and Mc , where the following theorem concerning local-etaleness of
intersections under the Henselization is given.
THEOREM. Let A be an excellent reduced local ring with Henselization Ah
Ž . Ž h .and let Q A : L : Q A be an intermediate ring which is finitely generated
Ž . ho¤er Q A . Then the local ring D [ L l A is local-etale o¤er A.
w xSignificantly, the proof relies on an analysis of normalizations. In Mc a
counterexample is also given to show that this theorem does not generalize
to the strict Henselization setting and again the example relies on control-
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ling what happens with the morphisms of normalizations. These construc-
tions suggest that the notions of etaleness and normality are deeply
intertwined, thus motivating this research.
This work always assumes the base ring A to be excellent. However this
hypothesis is somewhat stronger than needed. For example, universal
catenarity is not needed. More general statements require only that the
Ž .base ring be pseudogeometric Nagata . But as fewer people are aware of
this class of rings, we use excellence to make the result accessible to a
broader audience.
CONVENTIONS AND NOTATIONS. All rings are commutative with unity.
Ž .For any ring R, Min R represents the set of minimal prime ideals of R
Ž .and Max R represents the set of maximal ideals of R. For any prime ideal
Ž .P of R, k P is the quotient field of RrP. If S is an overring of R then
Ž .Int Clos R represents the integral closure of R in S. If R is a reducedS
ring with finitely many minimal prime ideals, K is used to represent theR
Ätotal quotient ring of R, and R represents the integral closure of R in K .R
Note that K is a finite product of fields. If R is a local ring, then m isR R
Žthe maximal ideal and k [ Rrm where the symbol [ always meansR R
.is defined to be or is by definition .
f
A morphism R “ S of rings is said to be finite if S is finitely generated
as an R-module. If S is isomorphic to a localization of a finitely generated
f
R-module, it is said to be essentially finite over R. A morphism R “ S of
rings is said to be essentially of finite type if S is isomorphic as an R-algebra
to a localization of a finitely generated R-algebra. If R and S are
semilocal rings, then f is said to be a semilocal morphism if for every
y1Ž .maximal ideal N of S, f N is a maximal ideal of R and if every
maximal ideal of R can be obtained in this way.
Ž Ž . Ž ..For a semilocal ring R, m , . . . , m , k , . . . , k we define the resid-1 n 1 n
ual field product to be
n
k [ k ( RrRad R .Ž .ŁR i
is1
A semilocal morphism R “ S of semilocal rings induces a canonical
morphism k ¤ k of residual field products given byR S
RrRad R ¤ SrRad S .Ž . Ž .
2. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES
In this section we give some elementary properties of etale extensions
and of Henselizations.
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DEFINITION 2.1. A morphism A “ B of rings is said to be formally
unramified if the associated module of differentials is zero, V s 0. IfBr A
A “ B is also of finite type, we say that it is unramified, and if it is
essentially of finite type, we say it is essentially unramified.
Remark 2.2. If a formally unramified morphism A “ C factors through
an A-algebra B, then the morphisms A “ B “ C induce an exact se-
quence
V m C “ V “ V “ 0Br A B Cr A Cr B
Ž w x.of modules of differentials Theorem 25.1 of Ma . Then since V s 0,Cr A
we also have V s 0. Therefore C is formally unramified over B. ThusCr B
we may always lift formal unramifiedness to formal unramifiedness over
intermediate rings. Analogous statements hold, of course, for unramified
and essentially unramified.
DEFINITION 2.3. Let A be a ring. A morphism A “ E of rings is said
Ž .to be etale or E to be an etale extension of A if
Ž .i A “ E is of finite type;
Ž .ii E is formally unramified over A;
Ž . Ž . w xiii E is smooth 0-smooth over A as in Ma .
If E is a ring of fractions of an etale extension of A, we say that E is
Ž .essentially etale over A. If in addition A “ E is a local resp. semilocal
Žmorphism of local rings, we say that E is a local-etale extension resp.
.semilocal-etale extension of A. A local-etale extension E of A which is a
residually trivial extension is called an etale neighborhood of A.
Ž .Remark 2.4. i Essentially etale morphisms are flat, since smooth
Ž w x.morphisms are Chap. 3, Corollary 3.2 of I . Thus semilocal-etale exten-
sions are faithfully flat. An essentially unramified morphism of Noetherian
Žrings is essentially etale if and only if it is flat Chap. 3, Corollary 2.3
w x.of I .
Ž .ii Base change holds for essentially etale morphisms. That is, for
A “ B an essentially etale morphism and C an A-algebra, the canonical
Žmorphism C “ B m C is also essentially etale Chap. 2, Proposition 3 ofA
w x.Ra .
DEIFNITION 2.5. A local morphism A “ B of Noetherian local rings is
said to be regular if it is flat and if for each prime ideal p : A and each
Ž .finite field extension L of Q Arp , the ring B m L is regular. InA
particular, the fibers of a regular morphism A “ B are regular.
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Let A be a ring and let
w xA X
B s ,ž /fŽ . f 9
w xwhere f g A X is a monic polynomial and f 9 denotes its formal deriva-
Ž w x.tive. Then B is an etale A-algebra Chap. 2, Proposition 8 of Ra . In
particular, finite separable extensions of a field are etale extensions. The
following important theorem states that all local-etale extensions are
localizations of etale A-algebras of the above form. The proof relies on
w xZariski's main theorem and can be found in Ra .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.6 Local structure theorem . Let A, m be a local ring and
let A “ B be an essentially of finite type morphism of local rings. Then B is a
local-etale extension of A if and only if there is an isomorphism.
w xA X
B ( ž /fŽ . Q
w xof A-algebras, where f g A X is a monic polynomial and where Q is a
w xmaximal ideal of A X containing m but not containing f 9. More generally, B
is essentially unramified o¤er A if and only if as an A-algebra B is a
homomorphic image of such a structure.
Ž .Remark 2.7. 1 By the local structure theorem local-etale extensions
are all essentially finite extensions. Since local-etale extensions are also
faithfully flat, it follows that if E is a local-etale extension of a local ring
A, then dim E s dim A.
Ž . Ž .ii Quite generally, normality resp. reduction of a ring A always
Žimplies that an essentially etale extension E has the same property Chap.
w x.7 , Sect. 2 of Ra . If E is a semilocal-etale extension of a semilocal ring
Ž .A, normality resp. reduction descends from E to A by faithful flatness of
the morphism A “ E.
Ž . Žiii A local-etale morphism of Noetherian rings is regular Theorem
w x.28.7 of Ma .
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let A be a Noetherian ring and let E and F be two
essentially etale A-algebras. Then any morphism E “ F of A-algebras is
essentially etale.
Proof. Since F is essentially of finite type over A, it is also essentially
of finite type over E. Similarly, since F is formally unramified over A, it is
also formally unramified over E by Remark 2.2. Thus we need only show
that F is flat over E, which we may do locally. Let Q be a prime ideal of
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F, let q be its preimage in E, and let p be the preimage in A. Replacing
A, E, and F by A , E , and F , respectively, we may assume that A isp q Q
local and that E “ F is a local morphism of local-etale extensions of A.
Then E and F have the same strict Henselization Ahs. Since Ahs is
faithfully flat over both E and F, it follows that F is faithfully flat over E.
w xA proof of the following proposition appears in Ro1 .
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let A “ C “ E be local homomorphisms of local
Noetherian rings. Suppose that C is essentially of finite type o¤er A and that E
is local-etale o¤er both C and A. Then C is local-etale o¤er A.
DEIFNITION 2.10. A local ring A is Henselian if for every finite mor-
phism A “ B, B is a finite product of local rings. A Henselian local ring is
called strictly Henselian if its residual field is separably closed. A semilocal
Ž .ring is Henselian resp. strictly Henselian if it is a product of Henselian
Ž .resp. strictly Henselian local rings.
For a more detailed discussion of Henselian rings and Henselizations
w x w xthan is included in the following remark, see Ra or 1 .
Ž .Remark 2.11. i A finite extension of a Henselian local ring is
Henselian. Thus the normalization of an excellent reduced local ring is a
finite product of Henselian normal local domains.
Ž .ii For every local ring A there is a canonical Henselian local ring
Ah and a canonical strictly Henselian local ring Ahs. These are, respec-
tively, called the Henselization and the strict Henselization of A. The
Henselization Ah is formed by taking a direct limit of a system of
representatives of all etale neighborhoods of A, while the strict Henseliza-
tion is formed by taking a direct limit of a system of representatives of all
local-etale extensions of A. Thus the strict Henselization is the larger ring
and, in fact, the strict Henselization of Ah is isomorphic to Ahs. Both
Henselizations are unique up to isomorphism and have maximal ideal
generated by that of A. The Henselization Ah falls canonically between A$
h hÃ Ãand A, and A ( A. Note that A and A have the same residual field but
the residual field of Ahs is a separable closure of the residual field of A.
The canonical morphisms A “ Ah “ Ahs are faithfully flat.
Ž . Ž .iii The Henselization resp. strict Henselization of a semilocal ring
ŽA is defined to be the product of the Henselizations resp. strict Henseliza-
.tions of the localizations of A at maximal ideals.
Ž . h hsiv Since the Henselizations A and A of a local ring A are
direct limits of local-etale extensions of A, it follows by Remark 2.7 that
the rings A, Ah, and Ahs have the same dimension and that for one of
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Ž .them to be normal resp. reduced it is equivalent for any of them to be so.
Also since local-etale extensions are essentially finite extensions, the
Henselizations are essentially integral extensions.
Ž w x.The following proposition Chap. 10, Theorem 2 of Ra gives another
equivalent construction of the Henselization and strict Henselization for
w xlocal normal domains. As in Chapter 10 of N2 , this construction general-
izes to arbitrary local rings to give an equivalent way of defining the
Henselizations.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.12. Let A, m be a local normal domain with quotient
field k . Let K be a separable closure of K , so that the Galois group G of KA A A A
o¤er K operates on the integral closure D of A in K . Let n be a maximalA A
ideal of D and let H be the subgroup of G containing those automorphisms f
Ž . Ž .for which f n s n. Since H then operates on the field k n , we may let I be
Ž .the subgroup of H which fixes the elements of k n . Let B : D be the ring of
in¤ariants of H and let C : D be the ring of in¤ariants of I. Then letting q be
the preimage of n : D in C and p its preimage in B, we ha¤e the following
isomorphisms of A algebras:
B ( Ah and C ( Ahs .p q
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let A be a reduced ring and let A “ E be an
essentially etale morphism. Then
Ž .i The total quotient ring K of E is finite o¤er K and there is anE A
isomorphism K ( E m K .E A A
Ä Ä ÄŽ .ii The normalization E of E is gi¤en by E ( E m A.A
Ž .Proof. i By Remark 2.7, E is reduced. By flatness of E over A,
every regular element of A is regular in E. Thus E : E m K . By baseA A
change E m K is essentially etale over K and hence reduced. Let Q beA A A
Ž .a prime ideal of E m K and set q [ Q l K . Then the ring E m KA A A A A Q
Ž .is a local-etale extension of the field K . Since local-etale extensionsA q
Ž .are essentially finite extensions, E m K is a field. It follows thatA A Q
E m K is zero dimensional and thus isomorphic to K .A A E
Ä ÄŽ .ii Now E “ E m A is injective by flatness of E over A. Since AA
Äis an integral extensions of A, E m A is an integral extension of E. ButA
Ä Äsince E m A is essentially etale over the normal ring A by base change,A
Ä Ž .E m A is normal. Thus since by i we have injectionsA
ÄE ¤ E m A ¤ E m K ( K ,A A A E
Ä Äwe must have E m A ( E.A
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Ž . Ž .Remark 2.14. i It follows from i of the above proposition that for
A a reduced local ring, the extension of total quotient rings
K “ K h ( Ah m KA A A A
is integral. Furthermore, for any intermediate ring A : D : Ah, the
induced morphism
K “ D m K “ Ah m K ( K hA A A A A A
is an integral extension of reduced zero-dimensional semilocal rings.
Hence the total quotient ring K of D is given by K ( D m K and isD D A A
also an integral extension of K . Analogous statements hold for Ahs inA
place of Ah.
Ž . Ž .ii By ii of the above proposition, it follows that for A a reduced
local ring, the normalizations of Ah and of Ahs are obtained by application
Äof m A. If A is Noetherian then, by the Mori]Nagata integral closureA
ÄŽ w x.theorem Sect. 33 of Ma , the normalization A is a semilocal ring. Thus
w xby 18.6.8 of EGA ,IV
&
h h hÄ ÄA ( A m A ( A .A
Ž w x.The following useful proposition Chap. 8, Sect. 1, Proposition 1 of Ra is
used in this work to obtain morphisms from local-etale extensions of a
Henselian local ring to other finite extensions or to prove that two such
morphisms are isomorphic.
PROPOSITION 2.15. Let A be a local ring and let E and C be local
A-algebras dominating A and with E a direct limit of local-etale extensions of
A. Let k , k , and k be the respecti¤e residual fields. Then the canonicalA E C
map
F : Hom E, C “ Hom k , kŽ . Ž .loc A k E CA
is injecti¤e. Furthermore, if C is Henselian, then F is an isomorphism.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.16. Let A, m, k be a local ring. Then for any finite
separable field extension l of k, there is a finite local-etale extension E of A
with residual field k ( l as k-algebras. Furthermore, if A is Henselian then EE
is unique up to isomorphism.
w x Ž . w xProof. Write l ( k X r f , where f g K x is a monic, irreducible,
w xand separable polynomial. Let f g A X be a monic preimage of f. Set
w x Ž .E [ A X r f . Since E is finite over A, every maximal ideal of E lies
over m. But by construction, E m k ( l. Thus E is local with residualA
field l.
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w xLet Q be the preimage in A X of the maximal ideal of E so that
w x w xA X A X
E [ ( .ž /f fŽ . Ž . Q
w xSince f is separable, f and f 9 are relatively prime in k X . Thus for some
w xu and ¤ in k X we have uf q ¤f 9 s 1. Then taking arbitrary preimages u
w x w xand ¤ in A X of u and ¤ , respectively, there exists w g mA X such that
uf q ¤f 9 s 1 q w.
Since w and f are contained in Q, 1 y ¤f 9 g Q. Thus f 9 is not in Q. By
the local structure theorem, E is a local-etale extension of A.
If A is Henselian, then the uniqueness of E follows by the equivalence
of categories between the finite local-etale extensions of A and the finite
Ž w x.separable field extensions of k Chap. 8, Sect. 1 of Ra .
Ž .It is well known that for a Henselian local ring A, m, k , there is an
equivalence of categories between the finite local-etale extensions of A
Ž w x.and the finite separable field extension of k Chap. 8 of Ra . However, it
is in fact true that all local-etale extensions of a Henselian local ring are
finite extensions.
PROPOSITION 2.17. Let A be a Henselian local ring. Then e¤ery local-etale
extension E of A is finitely generated as an A-module.
Proof. By Theorem 2.6, E is a localization at a maximal ideal of a finite
extension F of A, E s F . Since A is Henselian, F is a finite product ofQ
local rings, F s Ł n F . Thus E s F s F for some i. Then since E is ais1 i Q i
summand of a finite extension of A, E is finite over A.
REMARK 2.18. Let A “ E be a local-etale extension. The ring E m AhA
has a unique maximal ideal containing m , sinceA
E m Ah m Arm ( E m Arm ( k .Ž .A A A A A E
Let Q : E m Ah be the maximal ideal containing m . Localizing weA A
Ž h . hobtain a local-etale extension E m A of A . By the previous proposi-A Q
tion, it is a finite extension of Ah and thus is Henselian. On the other
h Ž h .hand, since A is a direct limit of etale neighborhoods of A, E m AA Q
is a direct limit of etale neighborhoods of E. Since it is also Henselian, it
must be the Henselization of E. Thus a local-etale morphisms A “ E
induces a local-etale morphism Ah “ Eh of Henselizations which is also
finite. This statement holds analogously with local replaced by semilocal.
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3. LOCAL-ETALE EXTENSIONS OF NORMAL RINGS
In this section we study local-etale extensions of excellent normal local
domains, beginning with the situation of local intermediate rings A : D :
Ahs. We often require the hypothesis that the quotient ring of D be finitely
generated over the quotient ring of A. As in the following lemma, this
requirement guarantees that the intermediate ring D is contained in some
local-etale extension of A.
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a reduced local ring and let A : D : Ahs be a local
intermediate ring dominated by Ahs. Then the total quotient ring K of D isD
finitely generated o¤er K if and only if the containment D : Ahs factorsA
through some local-etale extension of A. Furthermore, the abo¤e equi¤alent
conditions hold if D is essentially of finite type o¤er A.
Proof. Suppose that K is finitely generated over K . Then sinceD A
K hs ( Ahs m K is a direct limit of the total quotient rings of local-etaleA A A
extensions of A, K is contained in the total quotient ring of someD
local-etale extension E of A. But then by faithful flatness of E “ Ahs , we
have
D : K l Ahs s E.E
On the other hand, suppose D is contained in some local-etale exten-
sion E of A. Then we have containments K : K : K of total quotientA D E
rings, where K is finite over K by Proposition 2.13. Thus K is alsoE A D
finite over K .A
Suppose that D is essentially of finite type over A. Let d , . . . , d g D1 r
w x hsbe such that D is a localization of A d , . . . , d . Since A is a direct limit1 r
of local-etale extensions of A, there exists E : Ahs containing the d .i
hs w xThen since D is dominated by A , if we localize A d , . . . , d : E at the1 r
preimage of the maximal ideal of E, we obtain D. Therefore, D : E.
Remark 3.2. Let A be a reduced local ring and let A : D : Ahs be an
intermediate ring with total quotient ring K finitely generated over K .D A
Since by Remark 2.14, K ( K m D is integral over K , we may writeD A A A
w xK s K d , . . . , d ,D A 1 r
where the d g D are integral over A. In particular it follows that thei
integral closure of A in D contains the elements d and hence has totali
quotient ring K .D
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A, m, k be an excellent normal local domain and
let A : D : Ahs be a normal local intermediate ring dominated by Ahs. Then
D is a direct limit of local-etale extensions of A. Furthermore, if in addition the
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quotient field K of D is finitely generated o¤er K , then D is a local-etaleD A
extension of A.
Proof. First we assume that K is finitely generated over K .D A
Let C be the integral closure of A in K . Then by Remark 3.2, C is a0 D 0
normal domain with quotient field K . Since D is normal, we also haveD
C : D and so we may let C : D be the localization of C at the maximal0 0
ideal which lies under the maximal ideal of D. Then C also has quotient
field K . Since A is excellent, C is a finite A-module and hence C is aD 0
local normal domain which is essentially finite over A.
hs hsLet K be a separable closure of K , hence also a separable closureA A
hsof K and of K . Let A be the integral closure of A in K and C be theA D A
hsintegral closure of C in K . Since localization and integral closureA
commute, C is a localization of A. Following the procedure given in
Proposition 2.12, where the strict Henselization is constructed as a local-
ization of a subring of the separable integral closure of the base ring, it
hs hsfollows that since C is a localization of A, we must have A s C .
By Lemma 3.1, we may let E be a local-etale extension of A which
contains C. Since C and E have the same strict Henselization Ahs , E must
be faithfully flat over C. Since E is also essentially unramified over C by
Proposition 2.2, E is also a local-etale extension of C. By Proposition 2.9,
C is a local-etale extension of A. But since C “ Ahs is faithfully flat, C
can be obtained by intersecting its quotient field with Ahs. Thus C s KD
l Ahs = D. Since we already had C : D, we conclude that C s D and
that D is a local-etale extension of A.
For the general case, making no assumption about how K is generatedD
over K , we write D as a direct limit of local, essentially of finite typeA
A-subalgebras dominated by D,
D s lim D s D .Dl l“ lgLlgL
&
Since A is excellent, so are the D . Hence the normalization D is a finitel l
extension of D , and so is also essentially of finite type over A. Since D isl
normal we have
&
D s lim D .l“
lgL
&
Then localizing each D at the maximal ideal m which lies under thel l
maximal ideal of D, we have
&
D s lim D .Ž .l ml“
lgL
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&
Ž .Now for each l, D is essentially of finite type over A and thus byl ml
Lemma 3.1 has a quotient field finitely generated over K . Thus by theA&
hsŽ .previous case, since the D is also normal and dominated by A , thesel ml
rings are local-etale extensions of A.
We now generalize to the semilocal case.
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be an excellent normal semilocal ring, let B be a
semilocal ring which is a direct limit of semilocal-etale extensions of A, and let
A : D : B be a normal semilocal intermediate ring such that the inclusion
D ¤ B is a semilocal morphism. Then D is a direct limit of semilocal-etale
extensions of A. Furthermore, if in addition the total quotient ring K of D isD
finitely generated o¤er K then D is an essentially finite, semilocal-etaleA
extension of A.
Proof. As with Proposition 3.3, it suffices to prove the case where we
assume that K is finitely generated over K . The general statement thenD A
follows using an analogous direct limiting argument
Let C be the integral closure of A in K . By Remark 3.2, C is a0 D 0
normal ring having total quotient ring K . Since D is normal, C : D.D 0
Now for M any maximal ideal of B, set n [ M l C and m [ M l A.0
Then B is a direct limit of local-etale extensions of A and so has strictM m
Henselization
hs hsB ( A .Ž . Ž .M m
Ž .Thus C is a normal local intermediate ring0 n
hsA : C : AŽ . Ž .m 0 mn
Ž .hs Ž .dominated by A . By Proposition 3.3, C is a local-etale extensionm 0 n
of A .m
Let C be the localization of C at the maximal ideals lying under the0
Ž .maximal ideals of B hence also at the maximal ideals lying under D , so
that
A “ C “ D “ B
are semilocal morphisms. Then for any maximal ideal n of C, C is an
local-etale extension of A . Thus C is a semilocal-etale extension of A.nl A
Since for any maximal ideal M of B, C and B have the same strictM l C M
Henselization, C “ B is faithfully flat. Hence C “ B is faithfullyM l C M
flat. Since C has total quotient ring K , we haveD
C s K l B = D.D
Therefore D s C is a semilocal-etale extension of A.
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THEOREM 3.5. Let A be an excellent normal local domain and let K : LA
Ž .be a finite separable field extension. Then C [ IntClos A is etale o¤er A ifL
and only if there is a K -morphism L “ K hs and K hs contains a normalA A A
closure of L.
Proof. Since L is a finite separable field extensions of K , we mayA
w x Ž .write L s K a for some a g L. Then for some s g A y 0 , sa isA
integral over A. Thus sa g C and it follows that C has total quotient ring
L ( C m K .A A
Now write
w xK XAw xL s K a ( ,A fŽ .
w xwhere f g K X is monic, irreducible, and separable. Let f s f ??? fA 1 r
be a monic irreducible factorization of f over K hs .A
Ž . Ž .« Suppose C is etale over A. Then for any N g Max C , C is aN
local-etale extension of A. So there is an A-morphism C “ Ahs andN
hence a K -morphism L “ K hs .A A
Now C m Ahs is etale and finite over the Henselian ring Ahs. HenceA
C m Ahs is a product of local-etale extensions of Ahs. But Ahs is closedA
with respect to local-etale extensions. Thus for
hs  4Max C m A s N , . . . , N ,Ž .A 1 s
we must have
s
shs hs hsC m A ( C m A ( A .Ž .Ž .Ł NA A i
is1
hs Ž . s hssSo C m A must have total quotient ring K . But C m A has totalA Ah A
quotient ring
rw x w xhs hsK X K XA A
hsL m K ( ( ,ŁK AA f fŽ . Ž .js1 j
a product of r fields. Hence r s s and for each j,
w xh sK XA
hs( K .AfŽ .j
Therefore each f is linear, so that f splits as a product of linear factorsj
over K hs . Thus K hs contains a splitting field of f over K , establishingA A A
the claim.
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Ž . hs hs¥ Suppose there is a K -morphism L “ K and K contains aA A A
normal closure of L. Then f splits as a product of linear factors over K hs .A
So
w xhsK XA d
hs hsL m K ( ( K ,Ž .K A AA fŽ .
Ž .where d s deg f .
Now C m Ahs is finite over the Henselian local ring Ahs and hence aA
product of local rings, each of which is finite over Ahs. Since C m Ahs is aA
direct limit of essentially etale extensions of the normal domain C, it is
also normal and thus a product of normal local domains. Since C m AhsA
has total quotient ring
d
hs hsL m K ( K ,Ž .K A AA
hs Ž hs .C m A has exactly d maximal ideals and for each N g Max C m AA A
we have morphisms
finhs hs
hsA “ C m A ¤ K .Ž .A AN
hs hs Ž hs .Thus since A is normal, A “ C m A is an isomorphism. There-A N
fore
dhs hsC m A ( A .Ž .A
We now have injective semilocal morphisms
dhs hsA ¤ C ¤ C m A ( AŽ .A
Ž hs .dwith A a direct limit of semilocal-etale extensions of A. By Theorem
3.4, since C has total quotient ring L finitely generated over K , C is aA
semilocal-etale extension of A.
4. LOCAL-ETALE INTERMEDIATE RINGS
Essential etaleness does not in general descend from the extension of
normalizations. That is, if A is an excellent reduced local ring and A “ D
Ä Äis a reduced local morphism, then A “ D semilocal-etale does not neces-
sarily imply that A “ D is local-etale. In this section we investigate what
essentially etaleness of the extension of normalizations does tell us about
the base extension. We use these results together with Theorem 3.4 to
obtain a characterization for local-etaleness of local intermediate rings
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A : D : Ahs , where A is an excellent reduced local ring and where D has
Ž . Ž .total quotient ring Q D finitely generated over Q A .
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A be an excellent reduced local ring and let A ¤ D
Ä Äbe a morphism of reduced local rings. If the morphism A ¤ D of normaliza-
tions is essentially finite, then A “ D is essentially of finite type.
Proof. Let C be the integral closure of A in D localized at the0
Äpreimage of the maximal ideal of D. Then the normalization C of C is a0 0
ÄŽ .localization of IntClos A . Thus C and D must have the same totalK 0D Ä Äquotient ring K . It also follows that D is a localization of C at certainD 0
maximal ideals. Let
Ä  4Max C s m , . . . , mŽ .0 1 t
and assume that for some 1 F s F t and
ÄS [ C y m j ??? j mŽ .0 sq1 t
y1 Ä Äwe have S C s D. Then for each s q 1 F i F t there exists c g m0 i i
y1 Ä y1  4with c g D. The c are thus integral over D and we may let d : Di i i j
be the coefficients of the corresponding integral equations. Define
C [ C d : D , 41 0 i j N
where N is the preimage of the maximal ideal of D. Then we have
Ä Ä ÄC : C : D ,0 1
y1 Ä Äwhere now the c are in C . Thus none of the maximal ideals of C liesi 1 1
over m , . . . , m . Then we have injectionssq1 t
y1 Ä Ä ÄS C ¤ C ¤ D0 1
Ä Äwith the composite being the identity. Therefore C s D. Since C is1 1
Äexcellent, its normalization D is a finite extension. Since D is an interme-
diate ring between C and its normalization, C ¤ D is finite. The result1 1
follows since C is essentially of finite type over A.1
Ž .THEOREM 4.2. Let A, m, k be an excellent reduced local ring, let E be a
local-etale extension of A, and let A : D : E be a local intermediate ring
Ä Ä Ädominated by E. Suppose D is a semilocal ring and D ¤ E is a semilocal
morphism. Then
Ä ÄŽ .i D is an essentially finite, semilocal-etale extension of A.
Ž .ii D is essentially of finite type o¤er A.
Ž .iii If D ¤ E is residually tri¤ial, then D is birationally dominated by a
Ä Älocal-etale extension F of A which has normalization F s D.
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Ž .Proof. i This follows immediately by Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.4.
Ž . Ž .ii This follows from i and Proposition 4.1.
Ž .iii Set F s K l E. Then D : F : K so that F has total quo-D D
tient ring K . To see that F is a local ring with maximal ideal lying underD
that of E, observe that if c g F is a unit of E, then cy1 g K l D s F.D
Therefore every nonunit of F is a nonunit of E, so that F must be a local
ring with maximal ideal m s m l F.F E
Ä Ä ÄNow since D and E are both semilocal-etale extensions of A and since
Ä Ä Ä ÄD “ E is semilocal, E is a semilocal-etale extension of D, by Proposition
Ä Ä Ä2.8. Hence by faithful flatness we have D s K l E. Thus D : F : D.D
ÄŽ .Since D is excellent by ii , D is finite over D. Hence F is finite over D
Ä Äand has normalization F s D. Since D is essentially of finite type over A
and F is finite over D, F is also essentially of finite type over A. In
particular, F is excellent.
Since by hypothesis D “ F “ E is residually trivial and since the
maximal ideal m of F generates the maximal ideal of E, we have aF
Ã Ãsurjection on completions F “ E. To see that this surjection is also
injective, consider the commutative diagram
$ $ $
Ä Ä ÄF s D “E
› ›
Ã ÃF “E
Ä ÄSince the morphism D “ E is a semilocal-etale extension and hence
Žfaithfully flat, the induced morphism of completions with respect to
.Jacobson radicals is injective. Hence the top morphism in the diagram is
injective. Since F is excellent and reduced, normalization and completion
commute for F and thus the left morphism
$ &
Ã Ä ÃF “ F ( F
Ã Ãis injective. Then by commutativity, F “ E is also injective and thus an
isomorphism.
Ã ÃSince E ( F is faithfully flat over both E and F, we also have that E is
faithfully flat over F. But E is also essentially unramified over F by
Remark 2.2. Thus E is a local-etale extension of F. Since E is local-etale
over both F and A and since F is essentially of finite type over A, F is a
local-etale extension of A by Proposition 2.9.
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Ž .THEOREM 4.3. Let A, m, k be an excellent reduced local ring and let
A : D : Ahs be a local intermediate ring dominated by Ahs. Then the
following are equi¤alent:
Ž . hi The Henselization D of D is a direct limit of local-etale extensions
of A.
ÄŽ .ii The normalization D of D is a semilocal ring and the canonical
morphisms k ¤ k and k ¤ k of residual field products induce anÄ Ä ÄA D D D
isomorphism
(
k m k “ k .Ä ÄA k D D
Ž . Ž . hProof. i « ii Suppose that D is a direct limit of local-etale exten-
h w x hsions of A. Then D is excellent Gr and by faithful flatness of D “ D ,
D is Noetherian. Also, since Dh is faithfully flat over both D and A, D is
faithfully flat over A. Hence we have injections
ÄD ¤ A m D ¤ K m D ( K .A A A D
Since Dh is a direct limit of local-etale extensions of A, Dh has normaliza-&
h h hÄ Ätion given by D ( A m D . But A m D is a direct limit of semilocal-A A
Ä Ä Ä hetale extensions of A m D. Thus A m D “ A m D is faithfully flatA A A
Äand so A m D is normal. Then we must haveA
Ä ÄA m D ( D ,A
Ž .and so ii follows.
ÄŽ . Ž .ii « i Applying m k to D m A, we obtainD D A
Ä ÄD m A m k ( k m AŽ .A D D D A
Ä( k m k m AD k A
Ä Ä( k m ArmA .Ž .D k
Similarly, since m generates the maximal ideal of Ahs , applying m k toD D D
hs ÄA m A , we obtainA
hs Ä ÄhsA m A m k ( k m AŽ .A D D A A
Ähs( k m k m AA k A
Ä Ähs( k m ArmA .Ž .A k
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Thus applying m k to the morphismD D
&
hs hsÄ ÄD m A “ A m A ( A ,A A
we obtain a commutative diagram
&
a hs hs6Ä ÄD m A A m A ( AA A
6 6
f c
bÄ Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž .hsk m ArmA “ k m ArmA .D k A k
Ä ÄSince D m A is finite over D, every maximal ideal of D m A containsA A
the maximal ideal m of D. Since the kernel of f is generated by m , noD D
maximal ideals are lost under the surjection f. So f is a semilocal
morphisms between rings with the same number of maximal ideals. An
analogous statement holds for c . Since b is a faithfully flat morphism of
semilocal rings, hence also semilocal, a is a semilocal morphism by
Ä Ä< Ž . <commutativity. Let r s Max D m A . Since a factors through D to yieldA& &
hs hsÄ Ämorphisms D m A “ D “ A , it follows that the maximal ideal of AA
Älie over at least r distinct maximal ideals of D. But by hypothesis,
Ä ÄMax D s Max k m k s Max A m D s r .Ž . Ž . Ž .ÄA k D A
&
hsÄ ÄTherefore D “ A is semilocal. By Theorem 3.4, D is a direct limit of
Ä Äsemilocal-etale extensions of A. In particular, D is excellent.
Now the residual field k of D is a direct limit of finite separable fieldD
Ž . 4extensions of k. Let F , r : l g L be a system of representatives of alll l
Ž .couples F, r , where F is a local-etale extension of A and r : k “ k isF D
a k morphism. Then exactly as in the construction of the strict Henseliza-
w x  4 htion Ra , F is a direct system. Let F be the limit of this system.l lg L
Note that F h is Henselian since it may also be obtained by taking an
analogous direct limit of local-etale extensions of Ah.
Now there exists a canonical k-morphism k h “ k induced by theF D
morphisms r . Since k is a separable algebraic over k, for any d g k ,l D D
w xk d is a finite separable field extension of k. By Proposition 2.16, there is
w xa local-etale extension F of A with residual field isomorphic to k d . Thus
w x Ž .letting r be the inclusion k d : k , F, r is then represented in theD
habove system. Thus d is in the image of k in k . It follows that theF D
canonical k-morphism k h “ k is an isomorphism. By Proposition 2.15,F D
f
h h hthere is a morphism F “ D of A -algebras
f
h h hsF “ D “ A .
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Since F h is a direct limit of local-etale extensions of A, F h has strict
Henselization Ahs , and thus the above composite is faithfully flat. In
particular, f is injective. To complete the proof, we argue that f is an
isomorphism.
We consider the commutative diagram
& & & &
h h h hs6 6 6A F D A6 6 6 6
fh h h hs6 6 6A F D A
Ä Äw xBy 18.8.6 of EGA , since D is semilocal and integral over D, D hasIV
Henselization given by
&
h h hÄ ÄD ( D m D ( D .D
&
h ÄIn particular D is a product of finitely many local domains. Since D is a
Ä Ähdirect limit of semilocal-etale extensions of A, its Henselization D is a&
h hÄdirect limit of semilocal-etale extension of A ( A by Remark 2.18. Thus& &
h h hÄD is a direct limit of semilocal-etale extensions of A ( A and by the
Ähabove isomorphisms has the same residual field product as D , hence also
Ä Äthe same as D. But by hypothesis D has residual field product k m k .ÄA k D
Making similar consideration for F h, we have
& &
h h h
hF ( A m F ,A
& &
h hand thus F is a direct limit of semilocal-etale extensions of A . Since&
h hÄA ( A which has residual field product given by k , it follows from theÄA&
habove that F also has residual field product k m k . Therefore theÄA k D
morphism
& &
h hF “ D
induces an isomorphism of residual field products. In particular both rings
are products of the same number of local normal domains.& &
h hLet M be a maximal ideal of D , let Q be its preimage in F , and let P& & &
h h hŽ . Ž .be its preimage in A . Then D and F are both direct limits ofM Q&
hŽ .local-etale extensions of A . But by Proposition 2.15, two HenselianP
direct limits of local-etales are isomorphic if their residual fields are
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isomorphic. Thus
& &
h hF ( D .Ž . Ž .Q M
& &
h hThen since F and D are products of the same number of local domains,& &
h hsthey are isomorphic. In particular, D “ A is injective and so every
morphism in the previous commutative diagram is injective by commuta-
tivity. & &
h hNow the isomorphism F ( D yields an isomorphism of total quotient
rings upon application of K m . Thus applying K m to the top row ofA A A A
the previous commutative diagram, we obtain the commutative diagram of
injective morphisms:
(6 6 6
h h h hsK K K KA F D A6 6 6 6
&fh h h hs6 6 6A F D A
Thus considered as subrings of K hs , F h and Dh have the same totalA
quotient ring. Hence by faithful flatness of F h “ Ahs we have
F h s K h l Ahs s K h l Ahs = Dh .F D
Therefore f must be an isomorphism.
Remark 4.4. From the proof of the previous theorem it follows that
Ž . Ž .under the equivalent conditions i and ii , the induced morphism of&
hsÄnormalization D “ A is semilocal.
In the previous theorem, the condition that Dh is a direct limit of
local-etale extensions of A implies that A “ Dh is a regular morphism.
Then since D “ Dh is faithfully flat, it follows that both A “ D and
h Ž w x.D “ D are regular morphisms Theorem 32.1 of Ma . One would like to
say that for A an excellent reduced local ring and A ¤ D ¤ Ahs local
regular morphisms, D is a direct limit of local-etale extensions of A. Thus
the previous theorem would give a characterization of when local interme-
diate rings A : D : Ahs are direct limits of local-etale extensions of A.
However I do not know how to prove this.
w xGeneral Neron desingularization P1, P2, O2, Sp, Sw gives that in the
above situation D is a direct limit of smooth A-algebras of finite type. If
in fact D is a direct limit of smooth A-subalgebras essentially of finite
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type,
D s lim S s S ,Dl l“ lgLlgL
then we can conclude that D is a direct limit of local-etale extensions of A
as desired. To see this, we only need to observe that in this situation each
Ž .localization S at the preimage of the maximal ideal of D is al ml
Ž . hslocal-etale extension of A. Indeed, since S : A is essentially ofl ml
finite type over A, it is contained in some local-etale extension E of A.
Ž . hs hsThen by regularity of the morphisms S “ D “ A and E “ A , thel ml
Ž .inclusion S ¤ E is local and regular, thus faithfully flat. Since E isl ml
Ž .also essentially unramified over S by Remark 2.2, E is local-etale overl ml
Ž . Ž .S . Thus S is local-etale over by Proposition 2.9.l m l ml l
It is currently unknown whether a regular morphism A “ D is a direct
limit of smooth subalgebras, even in the algebraic situation of this work,
where A “ D induces an integral extension of total quotient rings. Thus
the only statement we can currently make is the following characterization
of local-etaleness for intermediate rings A : D : Ahs which are contained
in a local-etale extension of A or which equivalently have total quotient
ring finitely generated over A.
Ž .COROLLARY 4.5. Let A, m, k be an excellent reduced local ring and let
A : D : Ahs be a local intermediate ring dominated by Ahs and whose total
quotient ring K is finitely generated o¤er K . Then D is a local-etaleD A
extension of A if and only if the following hold:
ÄŽ .i The normalization D of D is semilocal.
Ž .ii The canonical morphisms k ¤ K and k ¤ k of residual fieldÄ Ä ÄA D D D
products induce an isomorphism k m k ( k .Ä ÄA k D D
Ž .Proof. « This is trivial since if D is a local-etale extension of A
Ä Ä Äthen the normalization D of D is given by D ( D m A.A
Ž . hs¥ By Lemma 3.1, the containment D : A factors through some
local-etale extension E of A. By the Theorem 4.3 and the subsequent&
hsÄRemark 4.4, the morphism D “ A is semilocal. Thus since the com-
posite
&
hsÄ ÄD “ E “ A
&
hsÄ Ä Äis semilocal and since E “ A is semilocal, so is D “ E. By Theorem 4.2,
D is essentially of finite type over A.
Now by Theorem 4.3, D has strict Henselization Ahs. Since E also has
strict Henselization Ahs , Ahs is faithfully flat over both D nd E. Thus E is
faithfully flat over D. Since E is essentially of finite type over A, E is also
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essentially of finite type over D. Then since E is essentially unramified
over D by Remark 2.2, E is local-etale over D. Thus E is local-etale over
both D and A, and so D is also local-etale over A by Proposition 2.9.
5. CHARACTERIZING LOCAL-ETALE EXTENSIONS
In this section we give the main theorem which characterizes local-etale
extensions of nearly arbitrary reduced local extensions of an excellent
reduced local ring. We begin with two preliminary lemmas, the first of
which is necessary for handling the case where the residual field of the
base ring has characteristic p / 0.
LEMMA 5.1. Let k be a field with algebraic closure k and let K, L : k be
w xtwo finite field extensions of k such that the extension K : K L is separable.
If L / k is not separable o¤er k, then the ring K m L is not reduced.k
w xProof. Since L is finite over k, K L is finite and separable over K,
w xthus etale. Hence K L m L is etale over K m L. So it suffices to showk k
w xthat K L m L is not reduced.k
s w x sLet k be the separable closure of k in L. Then K L m k is etalek
w x Žover K L and hence a product of fields F Chap. 3, Sect. 5, Propositioni
w x.11 of Ra ,
n
sw xK L m k ( F .Łk i
is1
Thus,
n n
sw x w x s s sK L m L ( K L m k m L ( F m L ( F m L .Ž .Ł Łk k k i k i kž /is1 is1
So it suffices to show for some i that F m s L is not reduced.i k
Now k s “ L is purely inseparable and nontrivial. Let u g L y k s. Since
s w xs sF m k u “ F m Li k i k
is injective, it suffices to show that
s w xsR [ F m k ui k
is not reduced.
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Let p / 0 be the characteristic of k. Then for some c g k s, u has
minimal polynomial X p
d y c over k s. Thus
s w xk X
s w xk u ( dpX y cŽ .
and so
s w x w xk X F Xis w xs sR [ F m k u ( F m ( .d di k i k p pX y c X y cŽ . Ž .
However u g L : F : R. Thus letting x be the image of X in R, we havei
p d d dp pu y x s u y x s c y c s 0.Ž .
Therefore R is not reduced.
LEMMA 5.2. A semilocal-etale extension A “ E of excellent normal
semilocal rings is essentially finite.
Proof. By Proposition 2.13, K ( E m K is finite over K . Thus weE A A A
may write
w xK s K e , . . . , e ,E A 1 r
where the e g K are integral over K . Furthermore we may cleari E A
denominators to assume that the e are in E.i
Let B be the integral closure of A in E localized at the preimage of the
maximal ideals of E. Since the e are in B, B and E have the same totali
quotient ring K . By passing to Henselizations, sinceE
A “ B “ E
are semilocal morphisms of normal rings, we obtain injecti¤e semilocal
morphisms
Ah “ Bh “ Eh ,
where now each Henselization is a product of normal local domains. Let
Ž h . h h h hQ g Max E , and set N [ Q l B and M [ Q l A . Since A “ E is
etale, Ah “ Eh is a local-etale extension. By Proposition 3.3, the mor-M Q
phisms
Ah “ Bh “ EhM N Q
h h Ž h .are etale. Hence B “ E is faithfully flat. Since Q g Max E wasN Q
arbitrary and since Bh “ Eh is semilocal, this morphism is also faithfully
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flat. Since B “ Bh and Bh “ Eh are faithfully flat, so is B “ Eh. There-
fore B “ E is faithfully flat, since Eh is faithfully flat over both E and B.
Hence, we have
B s K l E s K l E s E.B E
Since B is essentially finite over A by excellence, the result follows.
Question 5.3. Are all semilocal-etale extensions essentially finite, and if
so is there a structure theorem such as Theorem 2.6 which describes them?
Remark 5.4. A local, essentially of finite type morphism R “ S is
essentially unramified if and only if Srm S is a finite separable fieldR
w xextension of Rrm . Grothendieck SGA1 takes the latter condition as hisR
Ž .definition and shows Chap. 1, Theorem 7.6 that such an extension is a
homomorphic image of a local-etale extension and so is also essentially
unramified in our sense by the local structure theorem. A nice exposition
w xof this material is included in Sw .
Ž .THEOREM 5.5. Let A, m, k be an excellent reduced local ring and let
A ¤ D be an injecti¤e local morphism of reduced local rings. Then D is
local-etale o¤er A if and only if the following hold:
Ä ÄŽ .i The morphism A ¤ D of normalizations is a semilocal-etale exten-
sion.
Ä ÄŽ .ii The canonical morphism A m D “ D is an isomorphism.A
Proof. It suffices to show that D is local-etale over A under conditions
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .i and ii . By Proposition 5.2, D is essentially finite over A. Then by
Lemma 4.1, D is essentially of finite type over A. In particular, D is
excellent.
Ž .A We show that D is essentially unramified over A. By Remark
5.4, it suffices to show that the maximal ideal m of A generates the
maximal ideal of D and that k is a finite separable extension of k.D
Ä ÄLet k and k be the residual field products of A and D, respectively.Ä ÄA D
Ä ÄApplying k m to the isomorphism A m D ( D, we obtainÄ ÄA A A
Äk m D ( k m D ( k ,Ä Ä Ä ÄA A A A D
Ä Äwhere the last isomorphism follows by semilocal-etaleness of A “ D. But
k m D ( k m DrmD ,Ž .Ä ÄA A A k
so that
k m DrmD ( kŽ .Ä ÄA k D
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is reduced and zero dimensional. Since
DrmD ¤ k m DrmDŽ .ÄA k
is finite and injective, DrmD must also be reduced and zero dimensional,
therefore a field. Thus k s DrmD and we also have k m k ( k .Ä ÄD A k D D
To see that k is finite separable over k, first note that since theD
composite
k : k : kÄ ÄA D
is finite, so is k : k . WriteD
n
k s kÄ ŁA i
is1
Äas a product of the residual fields of A. Then k m k is a subring of the1 k D
reduced ring
n n
k ( k m k ( k m k ( k m kŽ .Ä Ä Ł ŁD A k D i k D i k Dž /is1 is1
Ä Äand so is also reduced. Since A “ D is semilocal-etale, k is contained in1
Äsome residual field l of D which is a finite separable extension of k . We1
have containments
w xk ¤ k k ¤ l1 1 D
with the composite being a finite separable field extension. Thus k ¤1
w xk k is also a finite separable field extension. We may now apply Lem-1 D
ma 5.1 to conclude that, since k m k is reduced, k must be separable1 k D D
over k.
Ž . h hB We now argue that the induced morphism A “ D of
Henselizations is a local-etale extension. By Proposition 2.16 there is a
local-etale extension Eh of Ah with residual field k . By Proposition 2.15,D
there is a homomorphism Eh “ Dh of local Ah algebras inducing the&
h hÄidentity on residual fields. Since E ( A m E , the morphism of normal-A
izations
& &
h h h hÄ ÄA m E ( E “ D ( DA
induces the isomorphism
(
k m k “ kÄ ÄA k D D
on residual field products.
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& &
h hNow E and D are Henselian semilocal rings and thus products of local
rings. Since their residual field products are isomorphic, they are products& &
h hof the same number of local rings and moreover the morphism E “ D is
locally residually trivial.
Ä Ä Äh ÄhSince D is semilocal-etale over A, D is etale over A . But since A and
D are excellent, normalization and Henselization commute for these rings.& & & &
h h h h h h
hThus D is etale over A . Furthermore, since E ( A m E with EA& &
h h hetale over A , we also have that E is etale over A . By Proposition 2.8,& & & & &
h h h h hsince now both D and E are etale over A , D is etale over E . Since& & &
h h hE “ D is locally residually trivial and since E is Henselian and thus& &
h hclosed with respect to etale neighborhoods, E “ D is locally an isomor-& &
h hphism. Therefore since E and D are products of the same number of& &
h hlocal rings it follows that E ( D . Then by commutativity of
& &(h h6E D6 6
h h6E D
Eh “ Dh must be injective and finite.
Since m generates the maximal ideal of Dh and since Eh “ Dh is
surjÃ Ãresidually trivial, we have a surjection on completions E “ D which is also
h h Ã Ãinjective since E “ D is finite. Therefore E ( D. Thus we have injec-
tions
h h ÃE “ D “ E.
h w x h hSince E is integrally closed in its completion GS , E ( D .
Ž . Ž . hC Concluding the proof. By B we have that D is faithfully flat
over A. Since it is also faithfully flat over D, it follows that D is faithfully
flat over A. Since D is also essentially unramified over A, D is a
local-etale extension of A.
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